CASE STUDY
your data our business

A SYNETO STORAGE SOLUTION

Data Storage Security improves their
service range with Disaster Recovery in
the cloud and fast incremental Backups. All
with Syneto Storage.
The Highlights
Industry
Disaster Recovery Services

The Problem
Traditional tape storage could
no longer provide adequate
service levels for customers.
The need of a cloud
infrastructure in which their
clients could safely keep data
backups.
The possibility to safely create
and keep fast and incremental
backups in DSS’ secure vaults.

The Solution
Deploy a Syneto HA
cluster with another Syneto
Storage for backup replication.
Extend service range with
Storage OS’ fast, incremental
Backups & VMware integration
for building a private cloud.
Incremental Backups on
client-side storage which can
be swapped and transported
to the data vault for long-term
preservation.

Customer Profile
Data Storage Security (DSS) has
over 30 years of experience in
securing corporate data. DSS
itself was founded in 2009 as
a successor to Data Bank and
maintains the legacy of the
company which was born in
1983.
Today, DSS is the leading
company for corporate
information security in Italy, able
to safely store both physical and
virtual data assets. DSS currently
has over 500 clients located
all over the country and holds
several certificates including ISO
9001, ISO 27001 and SA8000.
The offsite storage service
offered by DSS allows for the
maximum amount of security by
keeping the backup media in an
ultra-secure physical vault.
Magnetic tapes are kept in
armored boxes under a unique
seal after they are picked up

from the customers. DSS offers 2
strategically located vaults, 24/7,
365 days/year traceability, pickup
services, tapes, armored cases
and technological support for
handling and inventory
management.
The company also offers a Secure
Cloud Backup solution which
offers customers an efficient
Disaster Recovery strategy. The
system employs a dedicate
software for both backups and
data recoveries. Data security
is provided by the encryption
included in the SSL protocol
used for data transfers. Storage
Efficiency is assured with data
compression and
deduplication.
In conclusion, it’s easy to see why
DSS partnered with Syneto.
Storage OS is perfect for
improving their services while
enabling efficient operations.

The Problem
Replace Tape Backups

DSS provides a secure repository
for tape backups in 2 strategical
locations. Tape, a storage
medium, requires a lot more
maintenance and logistics
compared to modern solutions.
To keep their customer base
satisfied, DSS was searching for
an effective modern replacement.
The main trouble with providing
data security by using tape is the
labour overhead. The entire
process requires a lot of
manpower which effectively
decreases profit margins and
the attractiveness of their offers.
Load balancing in this storage
medium is also ineffective. While
the entire storage archive might

have terabytes of free space left,
it is distributed on dozens of
separate tapes and cannot be
used.
Moving to the cloud

Providing Backups as a service is
all about efficiency and security.
Cloud-based disaster recovery
achieved by storing backups in
the personal cloud of a data
security company is a great
choice for many organizations.
In order to provide this service
to its customers, DSS needed to
upgrade their infrastructure with
a system that effectively allowed
them to build a private cloud.
DSS’s customers could then keep
their backups directly in this
cloud without the need to

physically move tapes or HDDs
to the secure vault.
Efficient and secure storage

Sometimes, organizations need
the absolute highest level of data
security. For them, keeping their
backups in a private cloud is not
an option.
To satisfy this requirement, DSS
needed a solution capable of fast
incremental backups that could
be kept by the customer
on-site. The HDDs containing
these incremental backups could
then be moved to the safety of a
data vault at predetermined
intervals. This would also allow
DSS customers to set their
data retention policy according
to their own needs.

The Solution
Exploring the issue

DSS through the Syneto
Storage OS powered systems
aims to offer its customers 2
types of distinct services. Each
brings a separate set of
challenges which are solved by
the Syneto solution.

* Disaster Recovery with
backups replicated to the cloud:
DSS customers who choose this
option have their first backup
kept on a cloud infrastructure
located in a secure data vault.
All the subsequent backups are
achieved very fast due to their
incremental nature.

* On-site backup with data
securely retained in a vault:
This type of service offers DDS
customers their very own on-site

Syneto Storage hardware that
stores and shares data with NFS/
CIFS for files and iSCSI for
application data. Disks with
backups from this on-site
machine will be periodically taken
to the DSS vault for safe storage.
Improve Backup as a Service

To overhaul their services DSS
chose a Syneto Storage High
Availability Cluster with two 16
bay appliances and one 24 bay
JBOD with an SSD cache layer to
buffer heavy reads and writes.
Disaster Recovery for the
entire HA cluster is ensured with
a third Syneto Storage appliance
which receives backup
replications from the cluster.
Syneto Storage greatly improves
DSS’ capabilities with native,
incremental, fast backups and

high availability coupled with truly
unified storage that is capable of
handling both file storage and
application block data.
Storage OS Backup
Replication

Storage OS’ ZFS filesystem now
offers DSS native Backup
Replication capabilities.
Backups can be easily scheduled
and replicated automatically
without incurring a huge effort
on part of DSS’s staff. Backups
and replications are also very fast
due to their incremental nature.
After the first backup is created
and the subsequent replication
is performed, all the following
operations are very fast and fully
automated. This helps DSS offer
very efficient Backup and
Disaster recovery services.

Retention policies with
Incremental Backups

With a Syneto Storage deployed
on-site, DSS customers can
tweak their data retention policy

according to their business needs.
This translates into higher
efficiency and lower costs for
both DSS and end users.
Compared to older Disaster

Recovery solutions like tape
backups, Syneto Storage provides
a set of highly versatile features
that also offers business
continuity and faster backups.
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“Syneto Storage is perfect for offering
DR as a service. It has a flexible feature
set that give you a great edge on today’s
market. Basically you’ve got less expensive
services with more features!”
Somebody important | Important position

Solution Components
••Syneto Unified Storage 16 bays - HA cluster head
••Syneto Unified Storage 16 bays - HA cluster head
••Syneto Unified Storage 16 bays - Backup replication
••JBOD with SSD read/write cache - HA cluster storage
••VMware integration feature
••Backup & Replication feature

About Syneto

Solutions
Syneto Storage can help you meet any data related goals within your
organization:

Here’s why Syneto is such a
reliable partner:

Data Archiving

Consolidate Data Storage

Deployment in 15 minutes

Data Backup & Recovery

Virtualize with VMware

Simple to use systems

Efficiency & Availability

High Availability Cluster

Great Tech. Support

Personal Data Cloud

Provide Cloud Services

Automatic updates

Accelerate CAD Projects

Windows Storage

No hidden fees
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